
Please keep this newsletter !
It contains info you may need.

Housing & Community Development Dept.
P.O. Box 27210
Tucson, AZ 85726 7210

Dated Material

Questions & Comments:     Oak Flower Neighborhood 
Neighborhood Association Officers:    HOLIDAY POTLUCK
Blanche White, President   325-9724 
styerwhite@yahoo.com       Date:    Saturday,  Dec. 11, 2010 
Joan Simpson, Vice Pres.   881-4698
Rebecca Kunsberg    331-0367  Time:    4:30 P M to 7:00 P M                        
Wolfgang Golser, Treasurer  884-7489  

Location: SAAVI (SouthernArizona
Additional Numbers         Association for the 
Emergencies     911                                          Visually Impaired)
Non-Emergency Police Number  791-4444                                3767 E. Grant Road 
George Pettit, Ward III   791-4711 
Neighborhood Watch     
Police - Lt. Frank Greene   791-4253      
Officer Becky Noel    837-7428 
Rick Heath N/W     881-2956 
Janet Lowe, PCOA Rep.    881-2956                    
Sharon Chamberlain, Friends of Feral Cats   327-3037 
HCD Neighborhood services     791-4605 
Code Violations     791-5843 
Graffiti Removal          792-City (792-2489)
Meth Free Alliance     388-4711 
Shopping Cart Removal    1-800-843-2278
Drug Activity      547-8800 
Narcotics Investigator (suspected activity)  791-5296
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Hello Neighbors:      

It has been a while since I have been able 
to send a newsletter.  Only 1 per fiscal 
year is allowed per neighborhood.  This 
really makes it difficult to keep everyone 
up to date on what is going on. 

As I told you in the previous newsletters I 
sent, I find it necessary to step away from 
neighborhood business due to personal 
problems.  As a result, we need to get 
together to decide where to go from here.  
To continue, leaders are needed.  Possibly 
a committee to work on projects, instead 
of having Officers, more neighborhood 
input on what you all would like to see 
happen.  Do you have any suggestions 
about who might be able to step in to help 
keep the neighborhood association 
moving forward?  There are some things 
which need to be considered.   

Since you, as neighbors, have made it 
clear you don’t want to attend meetings, I 
thought you might join me in having a 
neighborhood Holiday Potluck Party 
instead of a meeting, where we might take 
a few minutes to hear what you would 
like to see happen.  I certainly hope some 
of you care enough to try to keep our 
neighborhood association active.  If not, 

we will have to deactivate the association 
and will have to close our bank account 
and donate the money to a charity.  Some 
of the things we will lose out on will be: 

AGI partnership with the other three 
neighborhoods bordering on the 
Alvernon/Grant Rd. intersection, which 
includes closer contact with our police 
force officers. 

Less back up from the Ward III Office.  
This would affect the information we 
receive from our Ward III Councilperson 
to keep us informed about what is 
happening that we can benefit from. 

We will receive less support from the City 
Offices since we will no longer be an 
organized neighborhood which gives us a 
“louder voice” when problems arise. 

We may lose out on some of the benefits 
of the Glenn St. improvements which are 
coming eventually, when the grant money 
we have been awarded for the project is 
finally available. 

Some of the possible ways to continue are:  
Form a committee willing to share the 
responsibilities of a neighborhood 
association.

Hold the required annual meeting. Use 
the newsletter allowed once a year, sent a   
month ahead to notify your neighbors. I 
look forward to hearing your ideas  

“The City of Tucson, its officers and employees, its Housing and
Community Development Department and all other offices neither
agrees nor disagrees with the views expressed or implied in this
communication or any referenced websites and are not therefore

responsible. The distribution requester is solely responsible.”
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CURRENT OCCUPANT
OAK FLOWER
3933 E GRANT RD
TUCSON, AZ 85712
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Oak Flower Neighborhood Monument Karin Uhlich along with Blanche White, Barbara Lehmann,
students artists, Henry Jacobson and City Reps. The grant for this project came from Councilperson Karin Uhlich, Ward
III. Henry Jacobson assisted with the structure design, Mary Ketchum, art teacher at Catalina High School and her class
assisted with the design. The transportation department and along with many others also helped make it possible to
install the bus shelters also. Thank you to everyone who took part in this project, we’re very proud of the results.

The sad part was that someone felt they needed to deface our sign right after it was installed. Is this the way we want
everyone to see our neighborhood? Please be aware and report these vandals, if you see any suspicious activity around
the entry signs or any other locations in our neighborhood. This was a costly project and many people put in a lot o f
hours making it happen. Help us keep it a place of pride to speak for our neighborhoods. THANK YOU!
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Please join us for a neighborhood get together

TIME: 4:30 to 7:00 P M

Date: Saturday, December 11, 2010

LOCATION: SAAVI (Southern Arizona Association

For the Visually Impaired)

3767 E Grant Road

Bring a dish to share and join us!

Paper Plates and utensils will be provided.

Coffee and water will be available

For additional information

Phone: Blanche White 325 9724
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Location: SAAVI (SouthernArizona
Additional Numbers         Association for the 
Emergencies     911                                          Visually Impaired)
Non-Emergency Police Number  791-4444                                3767 E. Grant Road 
George Pettit, Ward III   791-4711 
Neighborhood Watch     
Police - Lt. Frank Greene   791-4253      
Officer Becky Noel    837-7428 
Rick Heath N/W     881-2956 
Janet Lowe, PCOA Rep.    881-2956                    
Sharon Chamberlain, Friends of Feral Cats   327-3037 
HCD Neighborhood services     791-4605 
Code Violations     791-5843 
Graffiti Removal          792-City (792-2489)
Meth Free Alliance     388-4711 
Shopping Cart Removal    1-800-843-2278
Drug Activity      547-8800 
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OCTOBER  2010    
Hello Neighbors:      

It has been a while since I have been able 
to send a newsletter.  Only 1 per fiscal 
year is allowed per neighborhood.  This 
really makes it difficult to keep everyone 
up to date on what is going on. 

As I told you in the previous newsletters I 
sent, I find it necessary to step away from 
neighborhood business due to personal 
problems.  As a result, we need to get 
together to decide where to go from here.  
To continue, leaders are needed.  Possibly 
a committee to work on projects, instead 
of having Officers, more neighborhood 
input on what you all would like to see 
happen.  Do you have any suggestions 
about who might be able to step in to help 
keep the neighborhood association 
moving forward?  There are some things 
which need to be considered.   

Since you, as neighbors, have made it 
clear you don’t want to attend meetings, I 
thought you might join me in having a 
neighborhood Holiday Potluck Party 
instead of a meeting, where we might take 
a few minutes to hear what you would 
like to see happen.  I certainly hope some 
of you care enough to try to keep our 
neighborhood association active.  If not, 

we will have to deactivate the association 
and will have to close our bank account 
and donate the money to a charity.  Some 
of the things we will lose out on will be: 

AGI partnership with the other three 
neighborhoods bordering on the 
Alvernon/Grant Rd. intersection, which 
includes closer contact with our police 
force officers. 

Less back up from the Ward III Office.  
This would affect the information we 
receive from our Ward III Councilperson 
to keep us informed about what is 
happening that we can benefit from. 

We will receive less support from the City 
Offices since we will no longer be an 
organized neighborhood which gives us a 
“louder voice” when problems arise. 

We may lose out on some of the benefits 
of the Glenn St. improvements which are 
coming eventually, when the grant money 
we have been awarded for the project is 
finally available. 

Some of the possible ways to continue are:  
Form a committee willing to share the 
responsibilities of a neighborhood 
association.

Hold the required annual meeting. Use 
the newsletter allowed once a year, sent a   
month ahead to notify your neighbors. I 
look forward to hearing your ideas  

“The City of Tucson, its officers and employees, its Housing and
Community Development Department and all other offices neither
agrees nor disagrees with the views expressed or implied in this
communication or any referenced websites and are not therefore

responsible. The distribution requester is solely responsible.”
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Oak Flower Neighborhood Monument Karin Uhlich along with Blanche White, Barbara Lehmann,
students artists, Henry Jacobson and City Reps. The grant for this project came from Councilperson Karin Uhlich, Ward
III. Henry Jacobson assisted with the structure design, Mary Ketchum, art teacher at Catalina High School and her class
assisted with the design. The transportation department and along with many others also helped make it possible to
install the bus shelters also. Thank you to everyone who took part in this project, we’re very proud of the results.

The sad part was that someone felt they needed to deface our sign right after it was installed. Is this the way we want
everyone to see our neighborhood? Please be aware and report these vandals, if you see any suspicious activity around
the entry signs or any other locations in our neighborhood. This was a costly project and many people put in a lot o f
hours making it happen. Help us keep it a place of pride to speak for our neighborhoods. THANK YOU!
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Please join us for a neighborhood get together

TIME: 4:30 to 7:00 P M

Date: Saturday, December 11, 2010

LOCATION: SAAVI (Southern Arizona Association

For the Visually Impaired)

3767 E Grant Road

Bring a dish to share and join us!

Paper Plates and utensils will be provided.

Coffee and water will be available

For additional information

Phone: Blanche White 325 9724


